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Abstract
Shape inference is classically ill-posed, because it involves a map from the (2D) image domain to
the (3D) world. Standard approaches regularize this problem by either assuming a prior on lighting and
rendering or restricting the domain, and develop differential equations or optimization solutions. While
elegant, the solutions that emerge in these situations are remarkably fragile. We exploit the observation
that people infer shape qualitatively; that there are quantitative differences between individuals. The
consequence is a topological approach based on critical contours and the Morse-Smale complex. This
paper provides a developmental review of that theory, emphasizing the motivation at different stages
of the research.
1 Introduction
How is it possible that we are able to infer 3D shape under the infinite variety of renderings, materials
and illuminations that the real world offers us? Ernst Mach [54] formalized this in what is (almost
certainly) the first version of the image irradiance equation [29]. He identified the fundamental prob-
lem: Even with orthographic projection and the light source above, the solution is ”...indeterminate;
i.e., many curved surfaces may correspond to one light surface [image] even if they are illuminated
in the same manner” (p. 286). This ill-posedness of the image irradiance p.d.e. raises a conundrum:
somehow, we effortlessly ”solve” this extremely difficult mathematical problem, almost regardless of
the material or lighting or the rendering function. As this example illustrates (Fig. 1), the image differs
substantially almost everywhere, yet our shape percept does not. Our long term goal is to understand
how brains can achieve this.
More than a century and a half later, we are still confronting this conundrum. Mach specialized
to simpler scenes (e.g., cylinders). Now researchers specialize to classes of smooth surfaces (e.g. lo-
cally spherical [65]) and/or extend these priors to the scene (e.g., office scenes), to the lighting (e.g.,
from above), etc. (see, among others [33, 67, 4]). Deep neural networks [74] restrict training data,
by specializing on ’faces’ or ’chairs’ or ’dormitory rooms’ [45]. For a recent review, see [9]. While
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algorithms can function in these specialized situations, these approaches have turned out to be remark-
ably brittle. In addition, another problem is created in determining which priors to use or which scene
class is being imaged. Although some progress has been made in generalizing from, say, chairs to cars
[72], one’s sense is that particular solutions can be engineered only for particular situations using these
techniques. The robustness of our visual systems remains elusive.
Conceptually, Mach established the framework for thinking about the shape inference problem as
a map from images (in 2D) to either surface normals or depths (in 3D), governed by the physics of
reflectance. Under a Lambertian model, for example, the task becomes to infer which combination
of lighting and surface normal at a point gave rise to the image intensity observed at that (projected)
point. Consistency between locations is established by the p.d.e. or relaxed into an optimization or
regularization.
Figure 1: The same shape can be rendered under a multitude of rendering functions, yielding a infinitely
diverse set of images. From left to right, we have: Lambertian shading, specular shading, texture and
specular shading, and a “Savannah” environment map. With this in mind, how does the visual system
achieve 3D shape constancy? Here, we motivate the case for invariant features (critical contours) that
delineate the protrusion boundaries.
This ’inverse physics’ tradition has consequences. First, recognizing that it is difficult to gener-
alize Lambertain to other reflectance models, it is tempting to postulate separate modules instead, as
in the classical shape-from-X work in computer vision and visual psychophysics [10] (X, for exam-
ple, could be a physical reflectance model [70], a texture [24], specularities [2] or focus [62]). Each
module is governed by a (differential) equation relating images to surfaces, or an optimization where
the reflectance model is explicit. Second, the ’inverse physics’ tradition seeks a solution that is dense,
e.g. the depth or surface normal at every projected point. This also seems consistent with our own
perceptual experience, in which we are able to describe the surface normal at every point [25]. And
third, it seeks to recover the unique solution governed by the (differential) equation. From a mathemat-
ical perspective, each of these modeling presumptions seems reasonable, although it does create the
problem of integrating the separate sources of information together, a challenge in itself [31, 51, 14].
Current work remains largely consistent with this tradition. In the neural network community,
modularization is introduced via training data although the ”X’s” are much finer grain [45]. In some
cases, the ”physics engine” is actually explicit [83]. Nevertheless, dense normal reconstructions are
still sought [79], and researchers in psychophysics have developed clever probes, for depth [76] or
surface normal [42], to reveal it. The results of from these ”perceptual fits” will be important later in
this paper.
Line drawings raise problems for dense reconstructions, because the given information is so sparse
[36, 15]. They emphasize how information must be ”filled-in” from the data. One option is to view
drawings as another possible value for X [78, 5, 55]. Another is do the filling-in at the image stage,
before any 3D inference, and adversarial networks are being developed to do precisely this (e.g., [12]).
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But this approach to the integration problem doesn’t help: once the sketch is expanded into a full
image, it places us back where we started – the 3D shape still needs to be inferred.
We draw a different message from the perception of drawings; namely, that their ”sparseness”
carries over to continuous images in an informative sense. That is, we submit that there exist certain
neighborhoods in images that are more important than others for 3D inferences, and drawings are an ab-
stract representation – a kind of concentration – of them. If the structure defining these neighborhoods
could be identified, it would then provide insight into the shape inference problem. This is plausible,
since line drawings are not arbitrary. Of all the possible lines that could be drawn, artists emphasize
certain overall features (ridges, bumps, valleys) [63]. This is true when studied psychophysically as
well [66, 15]. Computationally, if the surface were known, techniques for generating drawings exist
[18, 32, 52]. The challenge is to be able to go in the other direction: to find image structures that stand
in a one-to-one relationship with surface structures. Although a few results exist, most notably those of
Koenderink and colleagues [39, 38], these are all pointwise. They exploit mainly exploit notions from
differential calculus. Extending invariances beyond a point has caused some confusion in the image
processing literature, especially when attempting to define terms such as ridge [20, 40].
Although, we maintain, certain image neighborhoods are more important (for shape inferences)
than others, their arrangement also matters. Our percepts are global. Mathematically we must confront
the transition from local (e.g. calculus) to global (e.g., topology), and such transitions have been largely
missing from the shape inference literature. Possible components of shapes, including ridges, bumps,
etc., are defined over a neighborhood (not simply at a point), and thus differ fundamentally from image
singularities (e.g. points of maximal intensity). One class of global descriptors includes the skeleton
and shock graph [35], although this is more appropriate to matching and pose. We now move in a
rather different direction.
Consider what ”uniqueness” should mean. This is typically drawn from p.d.e. theory, as described
above. However, from a human perception perspective, perhaps different viewers interpret the same
drawing slightly differently. This is plausible, since the drawing can be viewed as a set of constraints,
or anchors, from which slightly different surfaces could be constructed (or different regularizers em-
ployed). Psychophysical measurements [57] have indeed confirmed this is the case. But it is even more
surprising (at least to me) that there are real perceptual differences across subjects even when viewing
full images (references and an example in Sec. 5.1). We take these differences to be fundamental, and
seek qualitative but not quantitative similarity across different viewers (or the same viewer at different
times). Thus, following others, we postulate that the solution to the shape inference problem should
not be the unique surface but rather a family of possible surfaces, thereby embracing ambiguity (e.g.,
[64]). We take a different tack. Following the global requirement above, we submit this suggests a
topological rather than geometric solution, and this is what we shall characterize. It enables us to
obtain consistent results over a range of cues and rendering models. Instead of the factorization into
different X modules, we emphasize their common structure.
In this review we focus on two threads in our research, both motivated by biological and psycholog-
ical considerations. The first thread is more traditional. We seek a system of differential equations that
specify the geometry of possible surfaces, given an image under Lambertian rendering, for an arbitrary
light source. Although this thread was in-line with p.d.e. approaches, it did emphasize more differ-
ential geometry than is normally applied. The motivation built upon the representation of image data
in visual cortex, and transport operations along and across isophotes were studied. we sought com-
monalities among the different possible solutions. Although ill-posedness could not be escaped under
the light-source relaxation, effective similarities to the solution in certain neighborhoods (e.g., around
ridges) did emerge. This inspired our second thread of research, which is topological. It captures the
qualitative structure in these image neighborhoods globally, intuitively like a drawing captures salient
parts of an image and organizes them into a coherent whole. Taking a limit, the shading concentrates
into what we define as critical contours. They are part of the Morse-Smale complex, a global topolog-
ical invariant. Our main theorem shows how this extends to an invariant between images and surfaces
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for generic variations in lighting and rendering functions.
There is another major difference from the classical approaches. The Morse-Smale complex of
critical contours reveals not the exact surface but a scaffold on which it can be built. Somehow the
surface must be interpolated from this scaffold. In other words, the Morse-Smale complex acts as
a constraint from which a full surface can be interpolated, but the interpolation process is otherwise
less well specified. Different interpolations yield different surfaces, except around the Morse-Smale
scaffold. It follows that the final surface is therefore not unique. Surfaces will be quantitatively different
– but qualitatively similiar – which is the price paid for ill-posedness. Satisfyingly, this is precisely what
is observed psychophysically, when human shape percepts are analyzed.
The paper is organized as follows. Since we are mainly interested in the biological perception
of shape, we begin with two observations to set the stage. The first describes the representation of
image information in visual cortex as shading (orientation) flows, and the second illustrates light-
source invariance. In Sec. 3 we develop the map from a patch of shading flow (from the image) to
a patch of surface (in R3). The differential-geometric analysis captures the information available by
taking an infinitesimal step along (or normal to) the shading flow. The second-order shading equations
express this as image derivatives, on one side, and the shape operator, on the other. However since
only the norm of the shape operator appears, ambiguity and ill-posedness are explicit and cannot be
avoided.
The insight from this analysis is developed in the transition, Sec. 4, where the shading equations are
expanded along ridges. It is here that the qualitative similarity emerges (see especially Fig. 6) and leads
to the second thread (Sec. 5). Here we illustrate the qualitative nature of shape perception, introduce
critical contours and the Morse-Smale complex, and proceed to the main theorem. Several examples
illustrate these complexes on smooth blobs and bumps.
2 Background on Neurobiology
We begin with two brief remarks about the motivation from neurobiology, to set the stage for our
modeling.
First, as is well known, visual cortex is largely organized around orientation [30]; Fig. 2. In a
mathematical abstraction, V1 in primates consists of ’hypercolumns’ of cells tuned to each possible
orientation at each (retinotopic) location. The response of each cell is frequently modeled as a convo-
lution against a Gabor function, followed by a non-linearity (detector). In effect, then, the cells in V1
sample the tangent to the isophotes in a local neighborhood. We refer to this vector field as the shading
flow field [8], denoted V (x, y) and observe that it defines a section in the tangent bundle to smooth
images. Details in how this relates to neurobiology are described in [6].
Since images are not represented directly in visual cortex, the shading flow field will serve as the
basis for inferring shape. Mathematically, the shading flow field is defined via the image gradient:
V (x, y) ⊥ ∇I(x, y). Some agree with the role of isophotes as a foundation for shape inferences,
especially [38], while others disagree [75]. For now we shall assume it, because it sets the stage for
the geometric approach, but we shall return to this issue in Sec. 4, because it plays a large role in the
transition.
The second observation centers on higher levels of cortex, in particular the inferotemporal (IT) cor-
tex, where (some) neurons exhibit a surprising level of invariance across shape variation and robustness
across lighting. In effect, these cells are either involved in shape inference or are representing its result.
Unlike IT neurons selectively tuned for e.g. faces [77], they therefore could reveal which ’features’ of
a shape might matter. Studying such cells, Yamane et al. [84] sought to isolate the ideal shape stimulus
for an individual neuron using a genetic algorithm to search among possibile stimuli. Examples are
shown in Fig. 3. Two conclusions from this study are relevent. First, notice how the stimulus for one
of these neurons can vary quite a bit, even though its activity remains quite high. This suggests that
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Figure 2: Orientation selectivity and input representation. (a) A cartoon model of the first visual area.
(b) Orientation hypercolumns and the long-range horizontal connections between them. (c) Orientation-
selective neurons select the tangent to isophotes.
it is not the full shape that is driving the cell, but some part or abstraction of it. Second, changing the
direction of the light source (and thus the image of the 3D object) did not change the response of the
neuron. Although there are exceptions [13]), intuitively we rarely have the sense that shapes change as
a function of their lighting.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Neurons in IT cortex respond to an assortment of different shapes but are often invariant to
lighting. (a) A distribution of 2D images of 3D stimuli. The background corresponds to neural activity,
with red meaning higher. (b) The preferred stimuli for one IT neuron, arranged according to strength of
response. One can interpret these as containing a patch of surface to which the neuron is responsive. (c)
Response invariance across lighting for two stimuli. Figures from [84].
Taken together, these two observations suggest the problem addressed in our first research thread.
3 Thread 1: From Shading Flow to Surface Patch
We begin by considering surfaces rendered through a Lambertian lighting model:
I(x, y) = ρ~L ·N(x, y)
where the image I(x, y) is formed by the inner product between an (unknown) point source in direction
L and the surface normal N(x, y). What can be inferred about a surface without specifying the light
source? The problem setup and a preview of the results are shown in Fig. 4. As we show, there are
constraints on the surface curvatures.
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We approach this from the perspective of differential geometry. The problem is transformed into
the local tangent plane, so we can then use the machinery of covariant derivatives and parallel transport.
The key idea is to exploit the fact that intensity remains constant along the isophote. This allows us
to represent image derivatives (see Fig. 5) as a function of the surface vector flows. This section is a
summary of [47, 48, 28], which should be consulted for technical details, proofs, and much additional
material.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4: Curvature constraints from patches of shading flow. (a) Problem setup: a Lambertain object
is illuminated from a finite number of point sources. Every patch of the shading flow field supports a
family of surfaces (ill-posedness). (b) Preview of results. A patch of shading flow, the image gradient, and
curvature κ support a second-order image patch of varying curvature. Figures after [47].
For the analysis, we further assume that the smooth Lambertian surface is a graph of function, with
locally constant albedo and Gaussian curvatureK 6= 0. It can be lit from any finite number of unknown
directions and the image is captured through orthogonal projection. The image patch then corresponds
to a local surface patch. Using Taylor’s theorem, it can be represented: S = {x, y, f(x, y)} with
f(x, y) = c1x + c2y + c3x
2 + c4xy + c5y
2 + c6x
3 + c7x
2y + c8xy
2 + c9y
3. The problem then is:
Given the shading flow and brightness gradient vector fields, recover constraints on the surface from
the local isophote structure.
In general, to get full information about the curvatures, it is necessary to go to third-order. For
our current purposes, however, second-order suffices. Others have also studied this class of surfaces
[65, 37].
3.1 The Second-Order Shading Equations
The analysis steps are as follows. The brightness gradient and isophote are expressed as relationships in
the tangent plane between the projected light source and shape operator. Taking the covariant derivative
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Differential geometric approach to shape inference. (a) Variables used in our analysis. N(x, y),
the unit normal vector field of surface patch S; ~L, the light source direction; ~lt(p), the projection of L onto
the tangent plane at point p; V (x, y), the vector field of isophote directions at each point (x, y), ~v ∈ Tp(S),
the image unit length tangent vector in the direction of the isophote at p; ~u ∈ Tp(S) the image unit length
tangent vector in the direction of the brightness gradient at p; wˆ ∈ Tp(S) the tangent vector in direction
~w of unit length in the image, expressed in the surface tangent basis; ~u[V ] the directional derivative of the
vector field V in the direction ~u;∇~uV ; the covariant derivative of the vector field V in the direction ~u. (b)
Illustration of transports: either along the tangent direction or normal to the tangent direction.
of the projected light source reveals that it is independent of the direction of the light source. Thus it
acts like a ’surface property.’ We then take the covariant derivative of the isophote condition and
separate it into the differentiation on the projected light source and the differentiation on the shape
operator. We are finally able to separate the image derivatives into functions of the image and surface
properties without reference to the light source direction at all. This gives us a total of three equations
equating the second order intensity information (as represented in vector derivative form) directly to
surface properties.
Some notation: V (x, y) is the shading flow field, normalized to be unit length in the image – the
corresponding surface tangent vectors have unknown length. (We denote unit length vectors in the
image plane with a vector superscript, such as ~v). The corresponding vectors on the surface tangent
plane are defined by the image of ~v under the map composition of the differential df : R2 → R3 and
the tangent plane basis change T : R3 → Tp(S). We will use the hat superscript to denote these surface
tangent vectors, e.g. vˆ. Other notation is in the caption of Fig. 5.
We now state theorem 3.1 from [48], which we call the second-order shading equations:
Theorem 1. For any point p in the image plane, let {~u,~v} be the local image basis defined by the
brightness gradient and isophote. Let I be the intensity, ∇I be the brightness gradient, f(x, y) be the
height function, H be the Hessian, and dN be the shape operator. Then, the following equations hold
regardless of the light source direction:
Ivv = −I||dN(~v)||2 + (∇I) ·H−1(~v[H]~v) (1)
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Iuu = −I||dN(~u)||2 − 2 ||∇I||√
1 + ||∇f ||2 〈∇f, dN(~u)〉+ (∇I) ·H
−1 · (~u[H]~u) (2)
Iuv = −I〈dN(~v), dN(~u)〉 − ||∇I||√
1 + ||∇f ||2 〈∇f, dN(~v)〉+ (∇I) ·H
−1 · (~u[H]~v) (3)
Note that there is no dependence on the light source, except through measurable image properties
and their derivatives. Furthermore, these equations directly restrict the derivatives of local surface
patch. To see the interplay, it is helpful to write the first equation as
∇I · κ
I
= ||dN(~v||2 (4)
which was illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that the image properties are on the left side, and surface curvature
properties are on the right. Since the shape operator appears inside || · ||2, any rotation will suffice. This
illustrates the ambiguity and directly allows for saddles. In general, even for this restricted patch
analysis, there are 5 variables (tangent plane orientation and surface curvatures) but only 3 equations.
Taking further derivatives reveals more possible variation [28]. Furthermore, it might be thought that
the image gradient constrains the direction of the light source (e.g., [43]), but the above equations show
that this is not necessarily the case unless priors are introduced.
The insight that we got from these equations is different. Since the form of the above equations
simplifies substantially at critical points, or places where the image gradient is 0, this became our focus.
We now turn to one such case, to begin the transition into a different way of thinking about shading
inferences.
4 Transition
4.1 Ridges
Ridges are very salient regions of an image; they can sometimes be isolated via a Laplacian filter.
While intuitively clear, there remains disagreement about how to define ridges. For now we shall adopt
a very simple working definition [20, 53, 27], and will use the term “ridge” as an image contour of
connected points all of which are either local minima or maxima of intensity and, for now, will assume
K = 0. Along these contours, we get a simplification of the shading equations. (These non-generic
notions will be relaxed significantly in the second thread.)
Let ~w ∈ TpS denote the (unknown) nonzero principal direction; it corresponds to the major axis
for a (locally cylindrical) Taylor approximation. Specifying a Frenet basis for this ridge image contour,
we can express the surface derivatives in this {~u,~v} basis. Let ~lt be expressed as {l1, l2} in this basis.
Although ~w is unknown, at highly foreshortened tangent planes (as is the case on the ridges in this
example), tangent vectors project to either {~u,~v}, up to the resolution of the visual system. Without
loss of generality, suppose ~w ≈ ~u. Then, the shading equations reduce to:
Ivv = −(I)||dN(~v)||2 + l2fvvu√
1 + ||∇f ||2 (5a)
Iuu =
l2fuuu√
1 + ||∇f ||2 (5b)
Iuv =
l2fvuu√
1 + ||∇f ||2 (5c)
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Note that both Iuu and Iuv are proportional to third derivatives of the surface, with the coefficient
given by the foreshortening of the tangent plane and light source. That is, ambiguity in several Taylor
coefficients is only a matter of scale. Perhaps the most relevant of these three equations is the first,
which shows how weighted versions of ||dN(~v)|| can be traded off with fvvu to keep image properties
the same. Geometrically this sparked our intuition (Fig. 6).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6: Special structure along ridges. (a) A shaded surface. The red line defines a normal plane that cuts
across the riged. (b) The curves represent various possible cross sections resulting in the same Iuu value,
and the arrows represent the necessary light source. Note the co-variation between the tangent plane and
the light source. (c) Cross sections and associated light sources with the tangent plane fixed; the projected
light source changes. Not the similarity in form of the different possible cross sections.
4.2 Stable Neighborhoods
In the introduction to Thread 1, we argued that isophotes and the shading flow provided the input on
which shape inferences were grounded. By focusing on Lambertian reflectance models, we avoided
critiques of this position, namely that the isophotes change drastically with rendering changes, and even
with illumination changes (e.g. [75]). This critique is substantial; see Fig. 7(a,b). The isophotes within
the blue box change drastically with a change in illumination. If the orientations vary so much, how
does the 3D perception remain consistent? Perhaps the isophotes do not change this much everywhere.
In particular, the analysis of the second-order shading equations suggested where one might look.
While still ill-posed, certain neighborhoods – those involving ridge singularities – might be special.
Importantly, there was a kind of ”form” to the shape in these regions, even though the exact shape itself
remained ill-posed.
A closer look at the isophotes in an open neighborhood around the ridge reveals something remark-
able: they take on a stereotyped form. If one could draw a contour along a general ridge like these, then
this contour would cut directly across the nested isophotes. This observation is the key to the transition,
and the key to relating shape inferences from shading to shape inferences from contours. One might
think of the contour as a concentration of shading. This is precisely what we do in the second thread.
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Figure 7: Stable isophotes and illumination on a random, smooth Lambertian shape. (a, b) (blue box) Note
the change in the isophote structure with a change in illumination. (c,d) (red sausage) Note the similarity
of isophotes across lighting. A ridge line cuts through them in the normal (i.e. gradient) direction.
5 Thread II: From Shading Flow to Critical Contours
A masterful sketch can give rise to a vivid 3D shape percept. The information is a set of lines and
their arrangement, including the corresponding white space. How might a brain ’reconstruct’ from
this impoverished information? Clearly it is impossible to find the veridical percept; however, as we
have all experienced, qualitative judgments should still be possible. Is this also the case for shape-
from-shading, and shape-from-texture? Are these all versions of the same problem? We now argue
constructively that this is indeed the case, by developing a scheme for doing it. The development
follows several steps. First, we argue that the perception of shape is qualitative, not quantitative, a point
that has been well understood in visual psychophyics for decades. This suggests that we should not be
seeking to solve the shape-from-shading equations, but should look for qualitative (that is, topological)
solutions instead. The Morse-Smale complex emerges as the natural substrate. Clearly this cannot
take us all the way to an exact shape; instead we obtain a kind of scaffold on which the shape can be
readily built. Technically, we show that the contours – what we call critical contours – are a type of
shading concentration, and are also part of the Morse-Smale complex. Importantly, this holds for a
wide range of rendering and lighting functions. And to connect back to the ridge example, it describes
precisely what is going on in the red sausages in Fig. 7. The material in this section summarizes that
in [49, 46, 50].
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Figure 8: Bump perception is qualitative (left) An image showing a number of bumps on a surface. Super-
imposed are two scanlines, along which subjects estimated the height. The results (right) show that each
subject perceived a slightly different profile, although there is substantial agreement in the general outline:
we say that the heights and the boundaries are in qualitative, but not quantitative agreement. Figure from
[61]
5.1 Shape perception is qualitative
Although we have the sense that, when looking at a shaded object we see it exactly as it is in the world,
this is an illusion. There is a large literature on the psychophysical evaluation of perceived shape, and
it has characterized the many differences both within and between subjects when viewing a shape.
The idea is to have subjects estimate either the surface normal (or an equivalent gauge figure) or the
relative depth of a shape, at many different positions, and then integrate these into a representation of
the internal shape. An example is shown in Fig. 8 from [61]. While all subjects were in agreement
about the qualitative nature of the bumps, there was substantial quantitative variation across them.
Humans do not perceive veridical depths; the perceived heights of the ‘stones’ in Fig. 8 are not
only literally incorrect but differ across individuals. Nevertheless, the perceived shapes agree in the
localization of the ’bumps’ on the surface, i.e., the edges of the ‘stones’ are accurately perceived.
Such qualitative variability yet agreement must be part of any shape inference scheme intended to
model human perception. Similiar results hold for a variety of different rendering functions and many
different studies show similar results [73, 56, 60, 75, 22, 13, 22, 71, 16, 34, 41].
Remark. We now specify a shape representation – critical contours – that captures the above phenom-
ena. It involves three steps. First, we specify how contours can be viewed as concentrated shading.
Second, we observe that these contours are part of the gradient flow. Third, we cite the main theorem in
this thread, that critical contours are part of the Morse-Smale complex generically; that is, for different
rendering functions.
5.2 Critical Contours as Concentrated Shading
The bumps in the last figure were outlined by a dark region; this surrounded a lighter central region
and a lighter base from which it extended. Similarly, for the ridge example, the top was light, the slope
was dark, and the bottom was light again. If an artist were to draw the ridge, she would likely draw a
contour somewhere in this dark region. We formalize this as a concentration of shading phenomenon
(Fig. 9).
We consider a line drawing image as a collection of these 1D contours. Consider one contour,
α(t), arclength parametrized, with bounded planar curvature. Let each value along α(t) be the scalar
11
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 9: The meaning of certain contours as a limit of shaded images. (a) Concentrating the blur along
a contour. Note the organization of isophotes within the blurred regions. σ denotes the degree of blur in
the sequence of images Iσα . (b) A portion of a shaded figure, with isophotes (in green). The blue contour
outlines the ’ridge’ section. Note the similarity of the two isophote patterns near the contour: on either
side of the contour the direction of the level curves rotate to be nearly tangential to the contour. Also, note
how the contour (blue) is nearly a gradient flow of the shaded image. (c) The intensity values along the
dotted red line. Note the steep local shading minimum across the contour. The blue curve is a portion of a
critical contour.
intensity value I(α(t)); it should be 0 at the endpoints.
To relate the curve to a sequence of shaded images, we first make its trace into an image and then
blur it with a gaussian. This yields a sequence of (shaded) images {Iσα}, σ → 0 on Ωα. Each shaded
image Iσα is then a convolution with appropriate Gaussian functions G(σ) of Iα with successively
smaller standard deviation. For details, see [49].
To parameterize the shading in a local neighborhood Uα(t) around α(t), let u(t) = α′(t) and define
w(t) so that w(t) · u(t) = 0. At the point p, {u,w} is an orthonormal basis.
We now define a critical contour, which will turn out to be the (nearly) invariant visual pattern
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across renderings. As in Fig. 9, it has slowly varying intensity along it and ”high walls” across it:
Definition 5.1. A K-Critical Contour (α(t), I(x, y),M,K) is a curve α(t) on an image I(x, y) such
that the following conditions hold for all t:
1. |Iww(α(t))| > K for every t ∈ [0, 1].
2. |Iuu(α(t))| > K for t = {0, 1}.
3. |DI|, |Iuw| < M for every t ∈ [0, 1].
As K →∞, K-critical contours converge pointwise to the ideal contour.
Critical contours are part of the gradient flow, which opens the door to a remarkable connection to
topology. We turn to this next.
5.3 The Morse-Smale Complex
The Morse-Smale complex characterizes the topology of surfaces in terms of the singularities of a
scalar function on that surface. We will work with two different classes, either the image intensity
function or the slant function σ(x, y) : R2 → R on the surface. The requirement is that they be Morse
functions: all critical points must be non-degenerate (i.e., the Hessian at those points is non-singular)
and no two critical points have the same function value. This introduction is from [50]; for additional
material, see [59, 26, 7, 58].
Figure 10: Illustration of the Morse-Smale complex as a topological invariant of surfaces. (left) A scalar
function and its level sets, shown in two views. If this function were image intensity, the level sets would
be isophotes. (right) The colored diagram is the MS-complex, superimposed on these figures. Colored
regions represent 2-cells of the MS complex. White curves represent 1-cells (contours) of the MS com-
plex. Maxima, saddles, and minima are represented by solid blue points, crosses, and solid white points,
respectively. Each 2-cell is combinatorially a quadrilateral, but sometimes two saddles can be identified
together creating a loop. This illustrates how a set of 2D contours can represent a skeleton of a 3D surface,
up to monotonic transformations on each region. Figure courtesy of Attila Guylassy.
For a smooth Morse surface, the gradient ∇σ = (∂f/∂x, ∂f/∂y) exists at every point. A point p
is a critical point when ∇σ(p) = 0. This gradient field gives a direction at every point in the image,
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except for the critical points, a set of measure zero. Following the gradient vector field will trace out an
integral line. These integral lines must end at critical points, where the gradient direction is undefined.
Thus, one can define an origin and destination critical point for each integral line.
The type of each critical point is defined by its index: the number of negative eigenvalues of the
Hessian at that point. For scalar functions on R2, there are only three types: a maximum (with index
2), a minimum (with index 0) and a saddle point (with index 1).
There are two types of integral lines, depending on the difference in index of the critical points
that it connects. If the difference is one, the integral line is called a 1-cell; it must connect a saddle
with either a maximum or a minimum. For example, a saddle-maxima 1-cell connects a saddle and
a maximum. The set of 1-cells will naturally segment the scalar field into different regions, called
2-cells. In addition, the scalar values on the 1-cells govern the values on the 2-cells. See Fig 10 for
insight.
Further, for each critical point, its ascending manifold is defined as the union of integral lines having
that critical point as a common origin. Similarly, its descending manifold is the union of integral lines
with that critical point as a common destination.
For two critical points p and q, with the index of p one greater than the index of q, consider the
intersection of the descending manifold of p with the ascending manifold of q. This intersection will
be either a 1D manifold (a curve called a 1-cell or watershed) or the empty set. For two critical points
r and s, with the index of r two greater than the index of s, the intersection of the descending manifold
of r with the ascending manifold of s will either be a 2D manifold (a region called a 2-cell) or the
empty set. Thus, the intersection of all ascending manifolds with all descending manifolds partition
the manifold M into 2D regions surrounded by 1D curves with intersections at the critical points.
The Morse-Smale complex is the combinatorial structure (and the corresponding attaching maps)
defined by the critical points, 1-cells and 2-cells. It is a structure that relates a set of contours (the 1-
cells) to a qualitative function representation. With knowledge only of the slant function at the critical
points and 1-cells, one could reconstruct the 2-cells (and thus the entire function) relatively accurately.
For some insight, see [3, 80].
We now show how the critical contours are 1-cells, and how they can be used as a shape represen-
tation.
5.4 The Main Theorem
To relate critical contours to the Morse-Smale complex, we first need to specify an image formation
model. For simplicity, assume orthogonal projection and align the 3D coordinate axis (x, y, z) so that
(x, y) parametrize the image plane and z is the view direction. The image is formed by applying a
rendering function F : S2 → R in C2 to the normal field N(x, y) = (n1, n2, n3) of a smooth surface
S(x, y). That is, I(x, y) = F (N(x, y)). Many familiar cues have this structure, e.g. Lambertian
shading, the spatial frequency cue of (blurred) isotropic texture, specular shading, and so on. Our goal
is to seek image contours that are present regardless of the choice of F .
Two natural constraints are necessary to define an admissible class of rendering functions. First,
a bounded variation condition ensures that arbitrarily large changes in the image cannot be due to the
rendering function alone but must also involve a change in the normal field. Without this, it would be
impossible to differentiate material changes (such as a painting) from gradients due to shading. Second,
a concave condition ensures that, if the unit sphere were imaged with a rendering function, there would
only be one highlight (point of maximum brightness). Finally, we also require that the surface be in
general position with respect to the rendering function. For a technical version of these conditions, see
[49].
The idea is to show that, if there is a critical contour in an image of a surface from one rendering
function, then there is also one from any other rendering function in the admissable class.
Theorem 2. 1 Let F, F˜ be any two rendering functions in the admissible cue class. Applying these
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(a) (b)
Figure 11: Illustration of theorem. (a) The critical contour (blue curve) α(t) is a distinguished curve
passing through two singularities (a saddle and a minimum). It is also a gradient flow integral curve. (b)
The red sausage in (a) becomes a box, with α(t) passing through the center. According to the theorem,
there is another critical contour φ(t) that is nearby. Notice how the gradient points away from the critical
contours.
rendering functions to a generic surface S, we obtain two corresponding images I(x, y), I˜(x, y). For
any δ > 0, there exists a K ∈ N such that the surface region corresponding to a δ−neighborhood of a
K-critical contour in I contains a Morse Smale 1-cell for image I˜ .
The proof is technical, and may be found in [49]. We here illustrate its central aspects (Fig. 11).
Critical contours pass through critical points and are integral curves though the gradient field, with the
additional condition of ”steep sides,” i.e. the gradient is steep and points away on both sides. Now,
consider a critical contour α(t) in an image I, and another critical contour φ(t) in a different image I˜
from another rendering function. Then there are critical points a˜ and b˜ near the critical points a and
b such that, as the sides become infinitely steep (the limit σ → 0) the critical points and the critical
contours converge.
It could be the case, for example, that the images I and I˜ correspond to the same surface but
illuminated differently, as in Fig. 7. A deeper version is to consider the rendering function more
directly as a function on the surface. In particular, slant is the polar angle between the surface normal
and the view direction, and it can be considered as a scalar function on the image domain.
While in general the slant function is unknown when the surface is unknown, the following corol-
lary establishes a one-to-one relationship between an image-computable function and a surface-computable
function. This is Corollary 10 in [49].
Corollary 5.1. For K sufficiently large, a K-critical contour α(t) in image I of surface S aligns with
an MS1-cell of the slant of the surface normal field of S.
Several examples illustrate critical contours and their invariance properties. First consider an image
of a sigmoidal bump (Fig. 12). The slant function is minimal at the top, then increases to its maximum
before decreasing again. The MS-complex on the images shows how the critical contour remains
invariant with respect to the light source, and agrees with the the critical contour in the slant domain
that encircles the bump. There is a slant minimum (and no other maximum) inside it. The three
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Figure 12: A sigmoidal bump on a slightly bent surface. (a) The bump is colored by the Gaussian curva-
ture; the arrow points to the parabolic curve along which the Gaussian curvature is zero. (b) The defining
template for a bump, shown in the slant domain so that an extremal curve (a critical contour in the slant
domain) surrounds a minimum. (c, d) A Lambertian reflectance function on the bump illuminated from
two different positions. (e) A specular rendering function. (f) The slant function for the bump viewed
from above. (g - i) The isophotes and MS-complex for the three images and (j) for the slant function.
different renderings of the sigmoidal bump each has a different intensity distribution and, of course,
different isophotes. Notice how the (image) extremal contour cuts through these along a distinguished
path – it is this path that remains nearly invariant over lighting and rendering changes.
Bumps are a special case in which the saddles merge. This case is examined in detail in [50], where
closed critical contours in the slant domain are called extremal curves, since they are a relaxation, in
a technical sense, of the occluding contour. The template for a bump illustrates a kind of definition
for bumps that takes in the global nature of shape features; such global properties are not really in the
domain of differential geometry.
The next example is a blob (Fig. 13). It is shown in Lambertian renderings from two nearby light
sources and with slant as a rendering function. Even though the slant appears sort of like a photographic
negative of the other images, its MS-complex and, in particular, the critical contour portions of it,
remain in alignment. The sharp ridges in (a) and (b) are guaranteed to be ridges in 3D shape.
Finally, we return to the physiological example from Fig. 3. We show the MS-complex is invariant
across those shape that most excited the neuron in IT cortex. We believe this shows that the visual
system achieves a rendering-invariant representation, based on critical contours, tuned to protrusions
at different relative locations.
Finally, we close this section with a comment about computing critical contours. The examples
shown up till now were all done using techniques from computational topology [21, 11]. In this ap-
proach, discrete structures are at the base, and it enjoys persistence simplification, a globally consistent
way to reveal overall structure while removing small holes and noisy details due to quantization and
discretization. Specific algorithms to compute the Morse-Smale complex from discretized images have
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Figure 13: Illustration of critical contours on a blob. (a, b) The blob shape illuminated with a Lambertian
reflectance function from two different points. (c) The blob rendered by its slant. (d) The MS-complex for
slant (red) and intensity (blue). Notice how they overlap almost exactly. (e, f, g) Isophotes, some critical
points and MS-complex for (a, b, c) respectively. (h) Shape segmenation by critical contours.
Figure 14: Physiological evidence for critical contours. Even though there is substantial variation in shape
and pose for the most responsive stimuli in Fig. 3, the critical contours are topologically equivalent across
them.
been developed by [68, 69, 81, 80], among others. We used the algorithm of [68] in our experiments.
Importantly, the structural features responsible for the MS-complex also organized the isophotes
in regions of parallel flows, especially around bumps and along ridges. Perceptually we are known
to be extremely sensitive to such patterns [44, 23] and especially oriented textures (e.g., [82, 19, 17].
Importantly, we are not particularly sensitive to positioning and other perturbations in them (e.g, [1]).
Fig. 15 shows an example; related examples of specular reflectance functions are in [50].
6 Summary and Conclusions
We began with a brief introduction to shape-from-shading, highlighting it as an ill-posed problem and
emphasizing our remarkable ability to achieve this inference. Working from a biological perspective,
we began with the isophote, or shading flow structure, since this is related to the representation of
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Figure 15: Critical contours can be found as integral curves. Here we show compression in shading and
textured images. Across each of the rows, we show: original image, ’flow compression’, an enlarged
region and the ’flow direction’. Examples include a texture and two renderings of the ’pebbles’ image.
image information in the early visual cortex. We then proceeded to review two threads of analysis,
both inspired by the biology and tempered by a personal perspective.
In Thread I we approached shape-from-shading inferences from a differential-geometric perspec-
tive. Basically the shading flow field supported a ’moving frame’ style of analysis, revealing how image
derivatives were related to surface curvatures. While there was no escape from the ill-posedness, the
analysis did reveal a type of characteristic organization to the solution in the neighborhood of ridges
and bumps.
Closer examination of the ridge structure led us to a second thread of analysis. This was built upon
the observation in visual psychophysics that, although our perception of shape seems crisp and robust,
there are actually differences between people. Despite these quantitative differences, there is substan-
tial qualitative agreement, which we formalized in the form of critical contours. Critical contours are
part of the Morse-Smale complex, a topological representation based on the critical points of smooth
functions on generic surfaces. The central theorem establishes agreement between critical contours in
the image and critical contours on the slant of the 3D surface. Importantly, this agreement holds across
variations in lighting, material, and rendering, and is global, thereby extending the pointwise (local)
desriptors previously used.
Critical contours establish a relationship between shading and contour perception, which we for-
malized as a concentration-of-shading limit. This leads to a novel type of prediction: if critical contours
are the basis on which shape inferences are built, what about the space between them? A number of
experiments are beginning to show that this space is not of primary importance; rather it is the arrange-
ment that matters [46, 50].
Many issues remain, foremost among them is that we have mainly studied the first ”part” of the
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problem. Critical contours are only a kind of scaffold on which the shape needs to be built. Somehow
it must be extended to cover the complete domain. Experiments with simple Laplacian interpola-
tion are encouraging [49], but there are much more sophisticated possibilities, such as inpainting and
anisotropic interpolation. While these must be developed to also be biologically plausible, this should
in principle be doable. Nevertheless, the fundamential identity between critical contours in the image
and critical contours on the surface remains encouraging. Perhaps this identity is why we are able to
make shape inferences so robustly in the face of ill-posedness and mathematical ambiguity.
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